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(57) Abstract: Disclosed is a plate rolling mill wherein a kiss roll-tightening 
state such as zero point adjusting work before rolling, and deviations in offset 
of work rolls in the right/left or up/down directions of a rolling mill during 
rolling are eliminated, and such problems as warpage of a plate and meander
ing or camber caused by a thrust force produced between a work roll and a 
reinforcing roll are eliminated. The plate rolling mill comprises a pair of up
per and lower work rolls being driven by an electric motor, a pair of upper 
and lower reinforcing rolls for supporting rolling reactions being loaded on to 
the work rolls by touching the work rolls, and a device for loading an exter
nal force substantially in the horizontal direction on to the upper and lower 
work rolls, respectively, characterized in that the external force in the hori
zontal direction being loaded on to the work rolls is in the same direction as 
the horizontal components of rolling reactions being loaded on to the work 
rolls by offset in the rolling direction, and the external force in the horizontal 
direction loaded on to the work rolls is supported by the project block of a 
rolling mill housing or a supporting member of a work roll chock. A plate 
rolling method using the plate rolling mill is also provided.

(57)
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W526

DESCRIPTION

ROLLING MILL AND ROLLING METHOD FOR 
FLAT PRODUCTS OF STEEL

5
TECHNICAL FIELD
The present invention relates to a rolling mill for 

flat products having work rolls driven by electric motors 
and backup rolls supporting the rolling reaction force

10 applied to the work rolls and a rolling method for flat 
products using the same.

BACKGROUND ART
In a rolling mill for flat products having work 

rolls driven by electric motors and backup rolls
15 supporting the rolling reaction force applied to the work

rolls, the method has been employed of shifting the work 
roll axial center positions and backup roll axial center 
positions to give a certain length of rolling direction 
offset and generating a horizontal direction (unless

20 particularly stated to the contrary, the "horizontal
direction" indicates the rolling direction) force 
component of the rolling reaction force to push the work 
roll chocks against the inner surfaces of the rolling 
mill housing window and thereby roll flat products of

25 stable shapes. Various proposals have been made in the
past.

For example, Japanese Patent Publication (A) No. 05- 
038504 discloses a cross roll rolling milling of a 
structure pushing the work roll chocks in the horizontal

30 direction.
However, the rolling mill of this Japanese Patent 

Publication (A) No. 05-038504 is of a structure pushing 
only the work roll chocks, so there was the problem that 
it was not possible to suppress fluctuation in the amount

35 of work roll offset due to looseness of the work roll 
bearings present between the work roll chocks and the 
work rolls.
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Japanese Patent Publication (A) No. 05-050109 
discloses a rolling mill for flat products providing 
support rollers for supporting the work rolls in the 
horizontal direction at the entrance and exit sides of

5 the rolling mill.
The work rolls of the rolling mill of this Japanese 

Patent Publication (A) No. 05-050109 assume small sized 
work rolls for rolling hard materials and ultrathin 
materials. They are not directly driven by electric

10 motors, but are indirectly driven through the backup 
rolls. In the case of indirect drive, due to the 
transmission of the drive force, a large horizontal force 
acts on the work rolls from the backup rolls. Due to the 
interaction with the horizontal direction force of the

15 rolling load, this becomes a cause of instability. In
particular, in the case of small sized work rolls, the 
horizontal direction deflection of the work rolls becomes 
large whereby this instability is aggravated, so it was 
necessary that both smaller size of the work rolls and

20 increase of the rigidity be achieved by the horizontal 
direction support rollers.

However, this rolling mill is designed for 
' elimination of deflection and minimization of the size of
the work rolls by greatly increasing the rigidity of the

25 small sized work rolls, so the problems of zero point
adjustment used as the standard in control of rolling and 
maintenance of the zero point adjustment state are not 
solved.

Japanese Patent Publication (A) No. 08-164408
30 discloses a rolling mill for flat products providing

support rollers for support in the horizontal direction 
at one side of the work rolls.

However, the rolling mill of this Japanese Patent 
Publication (A) No. 08-164408, like the rolling mill of

35 Japanese Patent Publication (A) No. 05-050109, is a
rolling mill of an indirect drive type using small sized 
work rolls. In the same way as Japanese Patent
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Publication (A) No. 05-050109, due to the small sized 
rolls, the roll rigidity is small and deflection in the 
horizontal direction easily occurs. If a difference in 
deflection occurs between the upper and lower work rolls, 
the rolling becomes instable, so to increase the work 
roll rigidity in the horizontal direction and control the 
system so that no difference in deflection occurs between 
the upper and lower work rolls, horizontal direction 
support rollers are provided at the upper and lower work 
rolls.

The support rollers used in this rolling mill are 
structured to support the work rolls by giving forces in 
a direction Opposite to the horizontal direction force 
component of the rolling reaction force generated due to 
offset of the work rolls, so were not able to stabilize 
the axial center positions of the work rolls. Further, in 
the same way as the work rolls of Japanese Patent 
Publication (A) No. 05-050109, the problems of zero point 
adjustment used as the standard in control of rolling and 
maintenance of the zero point adjustment state are not 
solved.

Japanese Patent Publication (A) No. 05-185106 
discloses a rolling mill for flat products providing 
intermediate rolls for giving horizontal direction 
deflection at one side or both sides of the work rolls. 
This positively applies deflection to the work rolls so 
as to control the shape of the rolling material by the 
profiles of the work rolls (in particular the surface 
relief in the pass line direction of the rolled 
material). For this reason, the intermediate rolls are 
structured tapered. The work rolls are made to deflect 
along this, so a bending force is given to the bearings.

However, the axial ends of the work rolls used in 
the rolling mills of this Japanese Patent Publication (A) 
No. 05-185106 are structured to give the horizontal 
direction bending force for support in load control.
There was the problem that the structures did not
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strictly control the work roll offset positions. Further,
the problems of zero point adjustment and maintenance of
the zero point adjustment state, that is, the inability
to determine the reference points in rolling control,
remained.

Japanese Patent Publication (A) No. 10-277619 
discloses a rolling mill for flat products imparting a 
horizontal force to one of the upper and lower work 
rolls. The rolling mill of this Japanese Patent 
Publication (A) No. 10-277619 is a rolling mill in which 
the axial centers of the work rolls are offset from the 
axial centers of the backup rolls in the rolling exit 
side direction wherein when the rolled material leaves 
the rolling mill, the upper and lower work rolls contact 
if the roll gap is small and the difference in size of 
the upper and lower work rolls will cause the large sized 
roll to move in the rolling entrance direction, so to 
prevent this, the large sized side roll is given a 
horizontal force and the large sized work roll is pushed 
in the rolling exit side direction.

However, the horizontal force is given by the 
invention of Japanese Patent Publication (A) No. 10
277619 assuming application to only the large sized work 
roll when the rolled material leaves the rolling mill and 
the upper and lower work rolls contact, so for example 
when the upper work roll is large sized and the lower 
work roll is not given a device imparting a horizontal 
force, a difference will arise in the offset between the 
upper and lower work rolls and cause warping of the 
rolled material. In addition, there was the problem that 
a slight cross angle and thrust force are generated 
between the lower work roll and the lower backup roll and 
meandering and camber occur.

W001/064360 discloses a rolling mill provided with a 
first pushing device giving a upper and lower direction 
balance force or bender force to the rolls through roll 
bearing boxes of the work rolls of the rolling mill and
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second pushing device giving a pushing force in a direction perpendicular to the rolling 

roll axis in the horizontal plane.

However, the external forces due to these pushing devices are given through the 

bearing boxes, so in the same way as Japanese Patent Publication (A) No. 05-038504,

5 there was the problem that it was not possible to suppress fluctuation in the work roll 

offset due to looseness of the work roll bearings present between the work roll bearing 

boxes and the work rolls.

Summary

Described herein are embodiments of a rolling mill for flat products and rolling

10 method for flat products which strictly eliminates the difference in offsets of the work 

rolls at the upper and lower and left and right (work side WS/drive side DS) of the rolling 

mill occurring during rolling and in the kiss roll state of zero point adjustment work 

before rolling and eliminates the problems of warping of the flat products and meander 

and camber etc. due to thrust force occurring between the work rolls and backup rolls.

is The inventors engaged in intensive studies regarding the above-mentioned

problems and as a result discovered that the fluctuations in the offset of the upper and 

lower work rolls during rolling (deviation of work roll axial center and backup rolls axial 

center in horizontal direction) are greatly related in the problems of the warping of the 

rolled material and meander and camber-problems leading to grave trouble and abnormal

20 quality in flat product rolling operations.

For example, they discovered that the upper and lower difference of the work roll

offset fluctuates by about 0.2 mm, that that warping and waviness of the rolled material 

greatly changes, and that the left and right difference of the work roll offset (difference of 

work side WS and drive side DS) fluctuates by about 0.2 mm, so

5592517 J:MLW
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the thrust coefficient between the work rolls and backup 
rolls is about 0.004, that is, a significant thrust force 
of about 4tf is generated for lOOOtf rolling load.

The thrust force acting between the work rolls and 
5 backup rolls is governed by the structure and dimensions

of the rolling mill as well, but manifests itself as 
substantially the same degree of left-right difference of 
the rolling load. For example, when performing the roll 
position zero point adjustment of the roll gap control

10 devices at the drive side and work side by outputs of
rolling load measurement use load detection devices, the 
thrust force between the work rolls and backup rolls 
becomes outside disturbance, accurate roll position zero 
point adjustment cannot be performed, and problems such

15 as meander and camber are also caused. Therefore, in the
present invention, it is necessary to consider looseness 
of the work roll bearings and deformation of the work 
roll necks as well and strictly eliminate upper and lower 
and left and right differences in work roll offset to

20 realize stable rolling.
Further, even during rolling, the left and right

difference in the rolling load due to the thrust force 
induces left and right differences in the rolling rate 
and meander of the rolled material through the left and

25 right difference in mill deformation. Furthermore, the
left and right difference in the work roll offset itself 
becomes slight error in the angle of entry of the rolled 
material in the horizontal plane, so continuing rolling 
in this state leads directly to meander of the rolled

30 material. Due to the above, the inventors believed that 
by stabilizing the positions of the work rolls, they 
would be able to prevent warping, meander, and camber.

The inventors completed the present invention based 
on this basic thinking for solving the problems.

35 As a result, the inventors provide a rolling mill
for flat products and a rolling method for flat products 
which provide devices for applying substantially
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horizontal direction external forces to the work rolls in the same direction as the 

horizontal direction force component of the rolling reaction force applied to the work rolls 

due to rolling direction offset and thereby strictly eliminate the difference in offset of 

work rolls at the upper and lower and left and right (work side WS/drive side DS) of the

5 rolling mill occurring during rolling or in the kiss roll state of the zero point adjustment 

work before rolling and eliminate the problem of warping of the flat products or meander 

or camber due to the thrust force acting between the work rolls and backup rolls.

An aspect of the present invention provides a rolling mill for rolling flat products 

in a rolling direction, the mill comprising:

io an upper work roll and a lower work roll each having a longitudinal axis

supported by work roll chocks, a barrel portion with shaft portions on either side of the 

barrel portion along the longitudinal axis;

electric motors operatively associated with the upper and lower work rolls to 

drive the upper and lower work rolls;

is an upper backup roll and a lower backup roll each having a longitudinal axis

supported by backup roll chocks, the upper backup roll contacting and supporting rolling 

reaction force applied to the upper work roll, the lower backup roll contacting and 

supporting rolling reaction force applied to the lower work roll;

a plurality of pressing devices positioned such that there are at least two of said

20 pressing devices contacting each of the upper and lower work rolls, the contact positions 

being on opposite sides of a center of the longitudinal axis of the respective work roll; and

at least either project blocks of a mill housing or work roll chock support 

members connected to one of said backup roll chocks,

wherein:

25 the longitudinal axes of said work rolls and the longitudinal axes of respective

said backup rolls are offset in a horizontal direction parallel to the rolling direction;

each of the set of the pressing devices applies substantially horizontal direction 

external force to the barrel portion or the shaft portion of the respective work roll;

a direction of the substantially horizontal direction external forces applied to said

30 work rolls by the plurality of the pressing devices is the same direction as a horizontal

5592517 l:MLW
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direction force component of rolling reaction force applied to each said work roll due to 

the offset of the longitudinal axes of the work rolls and the backup rolls; and

the horizontal direction external forces applied to said work rolls by the plurality 

of the pressing devices and due to said offset of the longitudinal axes of the work rolls

5 and the backup rolls are supported through the work rolls chocks by at least either said 

project blocks or said work roll chocks support members connected to one of a said 

backup roll chocks.

Preferably, each of the backup rolls have a barrel portion with shaft portions on 

either side of the barrel portion along the longitudinal axis;

io said pressing devices are first pressing devices and the rolling mill further has a

plurality of second pressing devices, the plurality of the second devices each applying 

substantially horizontal direction external forces to the barrel portion or the shaft portions 

of said backup rolls;

the plurality of the second pressing devices are positioned such that there are at 

is least two of said second pressing devices contacting each of the upper and lower backup 

rolls, the contact positions being on opposite sides of a center of the longitudinal axis of

the respective backup roll; and

a direction of the substantially horizontal direction external forces applied to said 

backup rolls by the plurality of second pressing devices is the same direction as a

20 horizontal direction force component of rolling reaction force applied to said backup rolls 

due to the offset of the longitudinal axes of the work rolls and the backup rolls.

Preferably, said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction 

external forces to the work rolls are provided at positions applying force near ends of said 

barrel portions of said work rolls.

25 Preferably, said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction

external forces to the work rolls are provided at positions applying force to axial ends of 

the work rolls outside said work roll chocks.

Preferably, said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction 

external forces to the work rolls are provided at positions applying force near ends of said

30 barrel portions of said work rolls and at positions applying force to axial ends of the work 

rolls outside said work rolls chocks.

5592517 1:MLW
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Preferably, said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction 

external forces to the work rolls are provided at positions applying force near ends of said 

barrel portions of said work rolls and center parts of said barrel portions of said work rolls 

are provided with said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction

5 external forces smaller than and in an opposite direction from the total value of said 

horizontal direction external force applied near the axial ends for said work roll barrels.

Preferably, said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction 

external forces to the work rolls are provided at positions applying force to axial ends of 

the work rolls outside said work rolls chocks and center parts of said barrel portions of

io said work rolls are provided with said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal 

direction external forces in the same direction as said horizontal direction external force 

applied to the axial ends of said barrel portions of said work rolls.

Preferably, between said work roll chocks and said project blocks or said work 

roll chock support members connected to backup roll chocks, work rolls horizontal

15 direction load detection devices for measuring the horizontal direction loads applied to 

said work rolls are provided.

Preferably, said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction 

external forces to the work rolls have parts contacting said work rolls of roller types.

Preferably, said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction

20 external forces to the work rolls are hydrostatic bearing types able to transmit force to 

said work rolls through fluid pressure.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a rolling method for flat 

products using a rolling mill for flat products comprising:

an upper work roll and a lower work roll each having a longitudinal axis

25 supported by work roll chocks, a barrel portion with shaft portions on either side of the 

barrel portion along the longitudinal axis;

electric motors operatively associated with the upper and lower work rolls to 

drive the upper and lower work rolls;

an upper backup roll and a lower backup roll each having a longitudinal axis

30 supported by backup roll chocks, the upper backup roll contacting and supporting rolling

5592517 1:MLW
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reaction force applied to the upper work roll, the lower backup roll contacting and 

supporting rolling reaction force applied to the lower work roll;

a plurality of pressing devices positioned such that there are at least two of said 

pressing devices contacting each of the upper and lower work rolls, the contact positions

5 being on opposite sides of a center of the longitudinal axis of the respective work roll; and 

at least either project blocks of a mill housing or work roll chock support

members connected to one of said backup roll chocks, 

wherein:

the longitudinal axes of said work rolls and the longitudinal axes of respective 

io said backup rolls are offset in a horizontal direction parallel to the rolling direction;

each of the set of the pressing devices applies substantially horizontal direction 

external force to the barrel portion or the shaft portion of the respective work roll;

a direction of the substantially horizontal direction external forces applied to said 

work rolls by the plurality of the pressing devices is the same direction as a horizontal

is direction force component of rolling reaction force applied to each said work roll due to 

the offset of the longitudinal axes of the work rolls and the backup rolls; and

the horizontal direction external forces applied to said work rolls by the plurality 

of the pressing devices and due to said offset of the longitudinal axes of the work rolls 

and the backup rolls are supported through the work rolls chocks by at least either said

20 project blocks or said work roll chocks support members connected to one of a said 

backup roll chocks,

and further having load detection devices for measuring the rolling load at the 

work side and drive side of the rolling mill,

said rolling method for flat products having the steps of:

25 in roll position zero point adjustment work before starting the rolling work,

operating roll gap control devices of said rolling mill for flat products in a roll rotating 

state to set a kiss roll state, setting a total value of a work side load measurement value 

and drive side load measurement value by said rolling load measurement use load 

detection devices to a predetermined zero point adjustment load,

30 adjusting the horizontal direction external force applied from said work side and

drive side horizontal direction external force application devices to the work rolls so that

5592517 l:MLW
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the outputs of said work roll horizontal direction load detection devices become values 

predetermined for the work side and drive side,

adjusting the balance of the work side and drive side at the roll position to 

determine the roll position zero point so that the work side load measurement value and

5 drive side load measurement value by said rolling load measurement use load detection 

devices become equal while maintaining this state; and

performing rolling work based on this roll position zero point.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a rolling method for flat

products using a rolling mill for flat products comprising: 

io an upper work roll and a lower work roll each having a longitudinal axis

supported by work roll chocks, a barrel portion with shaft portions on either side of the 

barrel portion along the longitudinal axis;

electric motors operatively associated with the upper and lower work rolls to 

drive the upper and lower work rolls;

is an upper backup roll and a lower backup roll each having a longitudinal axis

supported by backup roll chocks, the upper backup roll contacting and supporting rolling 

reaction force applied to the upper work roll, the lower backup roll contacting and 

supporting rolling reaction force applied to the lower work roll;

a plurality of pressing devices positioned such that there are at least two of said

20 pressing devices contacting each of the upper and lower work rolls, the contact positions 

being on opposite sides of a center of the longitudinal axis of the respective work roll; and

at least either project blocks of a mill housing or work roll chock support 

members connected to one of said backup roll chocks,

wherein:

25 the longitudinal axes of said work rolls and the longitudinal axes of respective

said backup rolls are offset in a horizontal direction parallel to the rolling direction;

each of the set of the pressing devices applies substantially horizontal direction 

external force to the barrel portion or the shaft portion of the respective work roll;

a direction of the substantially horizontal direction external forces applied to said

30 work rolls by the plurality of the pressing devices is the same direction as a horizontal

5592517 1MLW
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direction force component of rolling reaction force applied to each said work roll due to 

the offset of the longitudinal axes of the work rolls and the backup rolls; and

the horizontal direction external forces applied to said work rolls by the plurality 

of the pressing devices and due to said offset of the longitudinal axes of the work rolls

5 and the backup rolls are supported through the work rolls chocks by at least either said 

project blocks or said work roll chocks support members connected to one of a said 

backup roll chocks,

said rolling method having the steps of:

adjusting the horizontal direction external forces applied from said work side and 

io drive side horizontal direction external force application devices to the work rolls so that

the outputs of said work roll horizontal direction load detection device become values 

predetermined for the work side and drive side; and

controlling said horizontal direction external force so as to maintain this state 

while rolling.

is According to an embodiment of the invention, by providing devices for applying

substantially horizontal direction external forces in the same direction as the horizontal 

direction force component of the rolling reaction force applied to the work rolls due to 

rolling direction offset at both the upper and lower work rolls, it is possible to push the 

work rolls against high rigidity support members to stabilize the axial center positions, so

20 it is possible to strictly eliminate the difference in offset of the work rolls at the upper and 

lower and left and right (work side WS/drive side DS) of the rolling mill occurring during 

rolling or in the kiss roll state of zero point adjustment work before rolling and possible to 

eliminate the problems of warping of the flat products and meander and camber due to the 

thrust force occurring between the work rolls and backup rolls.

25 According to an embodiment of the invention, by providing device for applying

substantially horizontally direction external forces in the same direction as the horizontal 

direction force component of the rolling reaction force applied to the backup rolls due to 

the rolling direction offset at both the upper and lower backup rolls, it is possible to push 

the backup rolls against high rigidity support members to stabilize the axial center

30 positions, so it is possible to eliminate the problems of warping of the flat products and

5592517 IMLW
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meander and camber due to the thrust force occurring between the work rolls and backup 

rolls.

According to an embodiment of the invention, by providing devices for applying 

substantially horizontal direction external forces to the work rolls at positions applying

5 force near the ends of the work rolls barrels, it is easy to apply the external forces and 

possible to prevent the horizontal direction deflection of the work rolls due to external 

forces from becoming excessive.

According to an embodiment of the invention, by providing devices for applying 

substantially horizontal direction external forces to the work rolls at positions applying

io force to the axial ends of the work rolls outside the work rolls chocks, it is possible to 

avoid interference with the guides of the rolled material and possible to reduce the 

horizontal direction clearance of the bearings.

According to an embodiment of the invention, by providing devices for applying 

substantially horizontal direction external forces to the work rolls at positions applying

is force near the ends of the work roll barrels and at positions applying force to the axial 

ends of the work rolls outside the work rolls chocks, it is possible to cancel out the 

horizontal direction deflection of the work rolls due to external forces of different

directions.

According to an embodiment of the invention, by providing devices for applying

20 substantially horizontal direction external forces to the work rolls at positions applying 

force near the ends of the work roll barrels and providing the center parts of the work roll 

barrels with devices for applying substantially horizontal direction external forces smaller 

than and in an opposite direction from the total value of the horizontal direction external 

forces applied near the ends of the work roll barrels, it is possible to cancel out the

25 horizontal direction deflection of the work rolls due to external forces of different

directions.

According to an embodiment of the invention, by providing devices for applying 

substantially horizontal direction external forces to the work rolls at positions applying 

force to the axial ends of the work rolls outside the work roll chocks and providing the

30 center parts of the work roll barrels with devices for applying substantially horizontal 

direction external forces in the same direction as the horizontal direction external forces

5592517 1:MLW
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applied to the axial ends of the work rolls, it is possible to cancel out the horizontal 

direction deflection of the work rolls due to the external forces of the same direction.

According to an embodiment of the invention, by providing work roll horizontal 

direction load detection devices for measuring the horizontal direction loads applied to

5 the work rolls between the work roll chocks and rolling mill housing project blocks or 

work roll chock support members connected the backup roll chocks, it is possible to hold 

the left and right horizontal direction external forces equal, so it becomes possible to 

maintain the work rolls parallel to the back up rolls at all times and possible to prevent 

meander or camber of the flat products due to the occurrence of a thrust force.

io According to an embodiment of the invention, by making the parts of the devices

for applying substantially horizontal direction external forces to the work rolls which 

contact the work rolls the roller type, it is possible to apply external force without 

scratching the work rolls and, further, it is possible to apply substantially horizontal 

direction external forces in a state with the work rolls moved up and down at the time of

is rolling.

According to an embodiment of the invention, by making the devices for 

applying substantially horizontal direction external forces to the work rolls hydrostatic 

bearing types able to transmit force to the work rolls through fluid pressure, it is possible 

to apply external force to the work rolls in a noncontact state, so there is no concern over

20 scratching the work rolls and the external force application device side is not worn much 

at all either.

According to an embodiment of the invention, by adjusting the horizontal 

direction external forces applied from the work side and drive side horizontal direction 

external force application devices to the work rolls so that the outputs of the work roll

25 horizontal direction load detection devices become values predetermined for the work 

side and drive side, adjusting the balance of the work side and drive side of the roll 

position to determine the roll position zero point so that the work side load measurement 

value and drive side load measurement value of the rolling load measurement use load 

detection devices become equal while maintaining this state, and performing the rolling

30 work based on this roll position zero point, it is possible to hold the left and right 

horizontal direction external forces equal and constantly reproduce the accurate roll

5592517 1:MLW
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position zero point of a state with the thrust force between rolls made extremely small, so 

it is possible to prevent meander or camber of the flat product.

According to an embodiment of the invention, by adjusting the horizontal 

direction external forces applied from the work side and the drive side horizontal

5 direction external force application devices to the work rolls so that the outputs of the 

work roll horizontal direction load detection devices become values predetermined for the 

work side and drive side and controlling the horizontal direction external forces so as to 

maintain this state while rolling, it is possible to hold the left and right horizontal 

direction external forces equal, so it is possible to prevent meander or camber of the flat

io product due to occurrence of thrust force during rolling.

The effects obtained by an embodiment of the present invention will be

explained next. According to an embodiment of the present invention, it is possible to 

provide a rolling mill for flat products and a rolling method for flat products which can 

strictly eliminate the difference in offset of the work rolls at the upper and lower and left

is and right (work side WS/drive side DS) of the rolling mill occurring in the kiss roll state 

of the zero point adjustment work etc. before rolling or during rolling and can eliminate 

the problem of warping of the flat products or meander or camber etc. due to the thrust 

force occurring between the work rolls

5592517 1:MLW
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and backup rolls and exhibit other remarkable effects in
industry.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1(a) is a plan view illustrating a first

5 embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the 
present invention.

FIG. 1(b) is a side view illustrating a first 
embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the 
present invention (case of 4Hi mill).

10 FIG. 1(c) is a side view illustrating a first
embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the 
present invention (case of 6Hi mill).

FIG. 2(a) is a side view illustrating a first 
embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the

15 present invention (project block type).
FIG. 2(b) is a side view illustrating a first

embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the 
present invention (backup roll chock hold-in type).

FIG. 3(a) is a side view illustrating a second
20 embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the

present invention (case of 4Hi mill).
FIG. 3(b) is a side view illustrating a second 

embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the 
present invention (case of 6Hi mill).

25 FIG. 4 is a plan view illustrating a third
embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the 
present invention.

FIG. 5 is a plan view illustrating a fourth 
embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the

30 present invention.
FIG. 6 is a plan view illustrating a fifth

embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the 
present invention.

FIG. 7 is a plan view illustrating a sixth
35 embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the 

present invention.
FIG. 8 is a plan view illustrating a seventh
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embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the
present invention.

FIG. 9 is a side view illustrating an eighth
embodiment in a rolling mill for flat products of the
present invention (case of 4Hi mill).

FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment 
in the rolling method for flat products of the present 
invention.

MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION
The modes for carrying out the present invention 

will be explained in detail based on FIG. 1 to FIG. 10.
In FIG. 1 to FIG. 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 are work 

roll press rollers (11 and 12 are upper work roll press 
rollers and 13 and 14 are lower work roll press rollers. 
Below, in the same way, the side above the pass line of 
the rolled material is called "upper" and the side below 
it is called "lower"), 21 and 22 are work rolls, 31, 32, 
33, and 34 are work roll chocks, 41 and 42 are project 
blocks (rolling mill housing), 51 and 52 are backup 
rolls, 61 and 62 are intermediate rolls, 71, 72, 73, and 
74 are intermediate roll press rollers, 81, 82, 83, and 
84 are work roll support members connected to the backup 
roll chocks, 91, 92, 93, and 94 are backup roll press 
rollers, 101 and 102 are work roll horizontal direction 
load detection devices, 111 and 112 are press roller load 
detection devices, 121, 122, 123, and 124 are work roll 
pushing use hydrostatic bearings, and 131 and 132 are 
rolling load measurement use load detection devices. The 
same elements are assigned the same reference numerals 
and overlapping explanations are omitted.

FIG. 1 is a view illustrating a first embodiment in 
the rolling mill for flat products of the present 
invention.

The rolling mill for flat products of the present 
invention has work rolls 21 and 22 driven by electric 
motors (not shown), backup rolls 51 and 52 contacting the 
work rolls 21 and 22 and supporting the rolling reaction
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force applied to the work rolls 21 and 22, and devices
for applying substantially horizontal direction external
forces (work roll press rollers 11, 12, 13, and 14) at
positions of at least one location each at the work side

5 and drive side across a center of the rolling mill in the 
width direction, for a total of two or more locations, 
for the work rolls 21 and 22. The direction of the 
horizontal direction external forces applied to the work 
rolls 21 and 22 is the same direction as the horizontal

10 direction force component of the rolling reaction force
applied to the work rolls 21 and 22 due to the rolling 
direction offset between the work roll axial center 
position and backup roll axial center position (Δχ shown 
in FIGS.1(b) and (c)).

15 Further, rolling mills for flat products include
project block type rolling mills shown in FIG. 2(a) and 
backup roll chock hold-in type rolling mills shown in 
FIG. 2(b). In the case of a project block type rolling 
mill, the horizontal direction external forces applied to

20 the work rolls 21 and 22 are supported through the work
roll chocks 31, 32, 33, and 34 by the rolling mill 
housing project blocks 41 and 42, while in the case of an 
backup roll chock hold-in type rolling mill, they are 
supported by the work roll chock support members 81, 82,

25 83, and 84 connected to the backup roll chocks.
As the devices for applying substantially horizontal

direction external forces in the same direction as the 
horizontal direction force component of the rolling 
reaction force applied to the work rolls 21 and 22 due to

30 the rolling direction offset (Δχ), for example, the work 
roll press rollers 11, 12, 13, and 14 such as shown in 
FIG. 1(a) are provided. These work roll press rollers 11, 
12, 13, and 14 push the work rolls 21 and 22. By pushing 
the work rolls, in the case where the rolling mill is a

35 project block type (FIG. 2(a)), the looseness between the
shafts of the work rolls and bearings, the looseness of 
the bearings themselves, the looseness between the
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bearings and the bearing housings (roll chocks), and the 
looseness between the roll chocks and project blocks are 
absorbed and the high rigidity rolling mill housing 
project block surfaces can be made the reference surface.

5 When the rolling mill is an backup roll chock hold-in
type (FIG. 2(b)), the looseness between the shafts of the 
work rolls and bearings, the looseness of the bearings 
themselves, the looseness between the bearings and the 
bearing housings (roll chocks), the looseness between the

10 roll chocks and the work roll chock support members, and 
the looseness between the work roll chock support members 
and the rolling mill housing window surface are absorbed 
and the high rigidity rolling mill housing window surface 
can be made the reference surface.

15 In this way, it is possible to push against the high
rigidity rolling mill housing member to stabilize the 
axial center positions, so it is possible to strictly 
eliminate the difference in offset of the work rolls at 
the upper and lower and left and right (work side

20 WS/drive side DS) of the rolling mill occurring during 
rolling or in the kiss roll state of the zero point 
adjustment work before rolling and possible to eliminate 
the problems of warping of the flat products and meander 
and camber due to the thrust force occurring between the

25 work rolls and backup rolls.
The devices for applying substantially horizontal

direction external forces to the work rolls 21 and 22 
are, as shown in FIG. 1(a), preferably provided at 
positions applying force near ends of the work roll

30 barrels. For example, by providing the work roll press
rollers 11, 12, 13, and 14 such as shown in FIG. 1(a) at 
positions applying force near the ends of the work roll 
barrels, external forces can be easily applied and it is 
possible to prevent horizontal direction deflection of

35 the work rolls due to external forces.
Further, by making the parts of the devices for

applying substantially horizontal direction external
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forces to the work rolls 21 and 22 contacting the work
rolls 21 and 22 shown in FIG. 1(a) the roller type, it is
possible to apply external force without scratching the
work rolls. Further, it is possible to apply the

5 substantially horizontal direction external forces in the 
tilted state even if the work rolls move up and down 
during rolling.

When using the rolling mill for flat products of the 
present invention for rolling, first, in the roll

10 position zero point adjustment work before starting the
rolling work, the roll gap control devices of the rolling 
mill for flat products are operated in the roll rotating 
state to set the kiss roll state and set a predetermined 
zero point adjustment load, then the balance of the work

15 side and drive side at the roll position is adjusted to 
determine the roll position zero point and the rolling 
work is performed while applying left and right 
horizontal direction external forces preset based on this 
roll position zero point.

20 Note that, the present invention can be applied to
not only a four-stage rolling mill having work rolls 21 
and 22 and backup rolls 51 and 52 (4Hi mill) such as 
shown in FIG. 1(b) but also a five-stage rolling mill or 
a six-stage rolling mill (6Hi mill) having work rolls 21

25 and 22, intermediate rolls 61 and 62, and backup rolls 51 
and 52 such as shown in FIG. 1(c). In the case of a five- 
stage rolling mill or six-stage rolling mill having 
intermediate rolls 61 and 62, the "backup rolls" in the 
present invention also mean the intermediate rolls 61 and

30 62 directly supporting the work rolls 21 and 22.
Further, the expression "external force" applied to

the work rolls in the present invention is used in the 
sense of 1) acting independently from the rolling load 
and 2) attachment of a device for applying force to the

35 housing or another structure outside the work rolls.
FIG. 3 is a view illustrating a second embodiment in

the rolling mill for flat products of the present
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The second embodiment in the rolling mill for flat 

products of the present invention is characterized in 
that the mill has, in addition to the above-mentioned 
devices for applying substantially horizontal direction 
external forces to the work rolls, devices for applying 
substantially horizontal direction external forces 
(backup roll press rollers 91, 92, 93, and 94) at 
positions of at least one location each at the work side 
and drive side across a center of the rolling mill in the 
width direction, for a total of two or more locations, 
for the backup rolls 51 and 52 and in that the direction 
of the horizontal direction external forces applied to 
the backup rolls 51 and 52 is the same direction as the 
horizontal direction force component of the rolling 
reaction force applied to the backup rolls by the rolling 
direction offset of the work roll axial center positions 
and backup roll axial center positions.

In the case of the 4Hi mill shown in FIG. 3(a) and 
the 6Hi mill shown in (b), for example, the backup roll 
press rollers 91, 92, 93, and 94 shown in FIGS. 3(a), (b)
are provided. By using these backup roll press rollers to 
apply substantially horizontal direction external forces 
in the same direction as the horizontal direction force 
component of the rolling reaction force applied to the 
backup rolls due to the rolling direction offset, it is 
possible to push the backup rolls 51 and 52 against the 
high rigidity rolling mill housing members to stabilize 
the axial center positions, so it is possible to further 
reduce the warping of the flat products and the meander 
and camber due to the thrust force occurring between the 
work rolls and backup rolls. '

FIG. 4 is a view illustrating a third embodiment in 
the rolling mill for flat products of the present 
invention.

The third embodiment in the rolling mill for flat 
products of the present invention is characterized in
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that devices for applying substantially horizontal
direction external forces to the work rolls 21 and 22
(work roll press rollers 11 and 12) are provided at
positions applying force to the axial ends of the work
rolls outside the work roll chocks 31 and 32.

By providing the work rolls 21 and 22 with work roll 
press rollers 11 and 12 such as shown in FIG. 4 at 
positions applying force to the axial ends of the work 
rolls outside the work roll chocks 31 and 32, it is 
possible to avoid interference with the guides of the 
rolled material and also to reduce the horizontal 
direction clearance at the bearings.

Note that it is also possible to attach the devices 
for applying substantially horizontal direction external 
forces to the work rolls 21 and 22 (work roll press 
rollers 11 and 12) to the work roll chocks 31 and 32. In 
this case, the forces becomes internal forces of the work 
rolls 21 and 22 including the chocks, so to stabilize the 
positions of the work roll chocks 31 and 32, devices for 
pushing the work roll chocks 31 and 32 in the horizontal 
direction become essential.

FIG. 5 is a view illustrating a fourth embodiment in 
the rolling mill for flat products of the present 
invention.

The fourth embodiment in the rolling mill for flat 
products of the present invention is characterized in 
that devices for applying substantially horizontal 
direction external forces to the work rolls 21 and 22 
(work roll press rollers 11, 12, 13, and 14) are provided 
at positions applying force near the ends of the barrels 
of the work rolls 21 and 22 and at positions applying 
force to the axial ends of the work rolls outside the 
work roll chocks 31 and 32.

By providing the work rolls 21 and 22 with the work 
roll press rollers 11, 12, 13, and 14 such as shown in 
FIG. 5 at positions applying force near the ends of the 
barrels of the work rolls 21 and 22 and positions
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applying force to the axial ends of the work rolls
outside the work roll chocks 31 and 32, it is possible to
cancel out the horizontal direction deflection of the
work rolls due to external force.

FIG. 6 is a view illustrating a fifth embodiment in 
the rolling mill for flat products of the present 
invention.

The fifth embodiment in the rolling mill for flat 
products of the present invention is characterized in 
that devices for applying substantially horizontal 
direction external forces to the work rolls 21 and 22 
(work roll press rollers 11 and 12) are provided 
positions applying force near the ends of the barrels of 
the work rolls 21 and 22 and the center parts of the 
barrels of the work rolls 21 and 22 are provided with 
devices for applying substantially horizontal direction 
external forces (work roll press rollers 13) smaller than 
and in an opposite direction to the total value of the 
horizontal direction external forces applied near the 
ends of the work roll barrels.

By providing the work rolls 21 and 22 with work roll 
press rollers 11 and 12 such as shown in FIG. 6 at 
positions applying force near the ends of the barrels of 
the work rolls 21 and 22 and providing the center parts 
of the barrels of the work rolls 21 and 22 with work roll 
press rollers 13 applying force smaller than and in an 
opposite direction to the total value of the horizontal 
direction external forces applied near the ends of the 
work roll barrels, it is possible to cancel out the 
horizontal direction deflection of the work rolls due to 
the external forces of the different directions.

FIG. 7 is a view illustrating a sixth embodiment in 
the rolling mill for flat products of the present 
invention.

The sixth embodiment in the rolling mill for flat 
products of the present invention is characterized in 
that devices for applying substantially horizontal
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direction external forces to the work rolls 21 and 22
(work roll press rollers 11 and 12) are provided at
positions applying force to the axial ends of the work
rolls outside the work roll chocks 31 and 32 and in that

5 the center parts of the work roll barrels are provided 
with devices for applying substantially horizontal 
direction external forces in the same direction as the 
horizontal direction external forces applied to the work 
roll axial ends (work roll press rollers 13).

10 By providing the work rolls 21 and 22 with the work
roll press rollers 11 and 12 such as shown in FIG. 7 at 
positions applying force to the axial ends of the work 
rolls outside the work roll chocks 31 and 32 and 
providing the center parts of the work roll barrels with

15 the work roll press rollers 13, it is possible to cancel 
out the horizontal direction deflection of the work rolls 
due to external forces of the same direction.

FIG. 8 is a view illustrating a seventh embodiment 
in the rolling mill for flat products of the present

20 invention.
The seventh embodiment in the rolling mill for flat 

products of the present invention is characterized by the 
provision of work roll horizontal direction load
detection devices 101 and 102 measuring the horizontal 

25 direction loads applied to the work rolls 21 and 22
between the work roll chocks 31 and 32 and rolling mill 
housing project blocks 41 and 42. The rolling mill 
housing project blocks 41 and 42 may be the work roll 
chock support members 81, 82, 83, and 84 connected to the

30 backup roll chocks.
By providing work roll horizontal direction load 

detection devices 101 and 102 measuring the horizontal 
direction loads applied to the work rolls 21 and 22 
between the work roll chocks 31 and 32 and rolling mill

35 housing project blocks 41 and 42 or work roll chock 
support members 81, 82, 83, and 84 connected to the 
backup roll chocks, it is possible to hold the left and
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right horizontal direction external forces equal, so it 
is possible to prevent meander or camber of the flat 
products due to the occurrence of thrust force. At this 
time, similar effects are obtained even if the rolling 
mill housing project blocks 41 and 42 are work roll chock 
support members 81,· 82, 83, and 84 connected to the 
backup roll chocks.

Note that the layout of the load detection devices 
111 and 112 of the press rollers is a preferable 
embodiment and may be switched by the pressures of the 
hydraulic cylinders giving the pushing forces. However, 
the horizontal direction forces measured by the work roll 
horizontal direction load detection devices 101 and 102 
are the composite forces of the horizontal direction 
forces acting from the press rollers and measured by the 
press roller load detection devices 111 and 112 and the 
forces acting from the backup rolls to the work rolls 
including the offset forces, so the functions of the work 
roll horizontal direction load detection devices 101 and 
102 can be replaced by the press roller load detection 
devices 111 and 112.

It goes without saying, but work roll horizontal 
direction load detection devices and press roller load 
detection devices are preferably set for the upper and 
lower work rolls.

FIG. 9 is a view illustrating an eighth embodiment 
in the rolling mill for flat products of the present 
invention.

The eighth embodiment in the rolling mill for flat 
products of the present invention is characterized in 
that the devices for applying substantially horizontal 
direction external forces to the work rolls 21 and 22 
(work roll pushing use hydrostatic bearings 121, 122,
123, and 124) are hydrostatic bearing types able to 
transmit force to the work rolls through fluid pressure.

By making the devices for applying substantially 
horizontal direction external forces to the work rolls 21
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and 22 hydrostatic bearing types able to transmit force 
to the work rolls through oil, water, or other fluid 
pressure, it is possible to apply external force to the 
work rolls in a noncontact state, so there is no worry 
about scratching the work rolls and the external force 
application devices are also no longer worn much at all.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating an embodiment 
of the roiling method for flat products of the present 
invention.

The embodiments of the rolling mills for flat 
products used in the rolling method for flat products of 
the present invention are as explained above, so the 
explanations are omitted.

First, in the roll position zero point adjustment 
work before starting the rolling work, the roll gap 
control devices of the rolling mill for flat products are 
operated in the roll rotating state to set the kiss roll 
state and the total value of the work side load 
measurement value and drive side load measurement value 
of the rolling load measurement use load detection 
devices 131 and 132 is set to a predetermined zero point 
adjustment load (FIG. 10, S-l) .

Next, the horizontal direction external forces 
applied from the work side and drive side horizontal 
direction external force application devices to the work 
rolls are adjusted so that the outputs of the work roll 
horizontal direction load detection devices 101 and 102 
become values predetermined for the work side and drive 
side (FIG. 10, S-2).

Next, the balance of the work side and drive side at 
the roll position is adjusted to determine the roll 
position zero point so that the work side load 
measurement value and drive side load measurement value 
of the rolling load measurement use load detection 
devices 131 and 132 become equal while maintaining the 
work side WS/drive side DS load balance of the work roll 
horizontal direction load detection devices 101 and 102
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(FIG. 10, S-3).
Further, rolling work is performed based on this 

roll position zero point (FIG. 10, S-4).
By adjusting the horizontal direction external 

5 forces applied from the work side and drive side
horizontal direction external force application devices 
to the work rolls so that the outputs of the work roll 
horizontal direction load detection devices 101 and 102 
become values predetermined for the work side and drive

10 side, adjusting the balance of the work side and drive
side of the roll position to determine the roll position 
zero point so that the work side load measurement value 
and drive side load measurement value of the rolling load 
measurement use load detection devices 131 and 132 become

15 equal while maintaining this state, and performing the 
rolling work based on this roll position zero point, it 
is possible to hold the left and right horizontal 
direction external forces equal and constantly reproduce 
the accurate roll position zero point in the state with

20 the thrust force between rolls minimized, so it is
possible to prevent meander or camber of the flat 
products .

Note that, in the present invention, the kiss roll 
state at the time of roll position zero point adjustment

25 is also predicated on rhe rolls being in a rotating 
state .

Further, usually, the roll gap control zero point 
adjustment is performed when changing work rolls, so the 
work rolls can be considered to have the symmetric left 

30 and right profiles of right after grinding, but the
adjustment is not necessarily performed for the backup 
rolls right after changing them, so consideration must be 
given to the fact that they are generally asymmetric left 
and right due to uneven wear during use etc.

When setting the kiss roll state in this state, the 
left and right unbalance in the diameters of the backup 
rolls cause the offset force components acting from the

35
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backup rolls to the work rolls to become asymmetric left 
and right. Through the work roll necks and bearing 
clearances, this results in the axes of the work rolls 
being inclined slightly in the horizontal plane. As a 
result, thrust force is generated between the work rolls 
and backup rolls. This disturbs the left-right balance of 
the rolling load detection use load detection devices 131 
and 132. If performing the zero point adjustment at the 
roll position in this state, accurate adjustment is no 
longer possible. This becomes a cause of meander and 
camber.

As opposed to this, as described in (11), if 
adjusting the horizontal direction external forces 
applied to the work rolls so that the outputs of the work 
roll horizontal direction load measurement use load 
detection devices 101 and 102 become the same at the work 
side WS and drive side DS, the horizontal forces applied 
to the work roll necks and work roll bearings become 
equal at the drive side and the work side, so it is 
possible to maintain the axes of the work rolls in a 
posture the same as the state with no uneven wear of the 
backup rolls. Therefore, no thrust force occurs between 
the rolls and accurate roll position zero point 
adjustment becomes possible.

Further, as described in (12), by adjusting the 
horizontal direction external forces applied from the 
work side and drive side horizontal direction external 
force application devices to the work rolls so that the 
outputs of the work roll horizontal direction load 
detection devices 101 and 102 become values predetermined 
for the work side WS and drive side DS and controlling 
the horizontal direction external forces so as to 
maintain this state while rolling, it is possible to hold 
the left and right horizontal direction external forces 
equal, so it is possible to prevent meander or camber of 
the flat product due to occurrence of thrust force during 
rolling.
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Above, the explanation was given with reference to 
the configuration shown in FIG. 8, but, as explained 
above, the work roll horizontal direction load detection 
devices are preferably set so as to correspond to the

5 upper and lower work rolls. Therefore, in the above
explanation as well, it goes without saying that the zero 
point adjustment work and rolling control are performed 
based on the output values of the work roll horizontal 
direction load detection devices set at the upper and

10 lower.
Further, when providing the backup rolls or 

intermediate rolls with horizontal direction force 
imparting devices as well in the same way as the work 
rolls, it is also possible to set the horizontal

15 direction load detection devices at the backup rolls or 
intermediate rolls. By performing the zero point 
adjustment of the rolling position including the output 
detected by these detection devices and adjusting the 
horizontal direction external forces applied from the

20 work side and drive side horizontal direction external
force application devices to the work rolls, intermediate 
rolls, backup rolls so that the outputs of these
horizontal direction load detection device become values 
predetermined for the work side WS and drive side DS and

25 rolling while controlling the horizontal direction
external forces so as to maintain this state, it is 
possible to hold the left and right horizontal direction 
external forces equal, so it is possible to prevent 
meander or camber of the flat product occurring due to

30 the thrust force during rolling more accurately. 
INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY
According to the present invention, it is possible 

to provide a rolling mill for flat products and rolling 
method for flat products which can strictly eliminate the

35 difference in offset of work rolls at the upper and lower 
and left and right (work side WS/drive side DS) of the 
rolling mill occurring during rolling or in the kiss roll
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state of the zero point adjustment work before rolling 
and eliminate the problem of warping of the flat products 
or meander or camber due to the thrust force acting 
between the work rolls and backup rolls. Remarkable 
effects in industry are exhibited.
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The claims defining the invention are as follows:

1. A rolling mill for rolling flat products in a rolling direction, the mill 

comprising:

5 an upper work roll and a lower work roll each having a longitudinal axis

supported by work roll chocks, a barrel portion with shaft portions on either side of the 

barrel portion along the longitudinal axis;

electric motors operatively associated with the upper and lower work rolls to 

drive the upper and lower work rolls;

io an upper backup roll and a lower backup roll each having a longitudinal axis

supported by backup roll chocks, the upper backup roll contacting and supporting rolling 

reaction force applied to the upper work roll, the lower backup roll contacting and 

supporting rolling reaction force applied to the lower work roll;

a plurality of pressing devices positioned such that there are at least two of said 

is pressing devices contacting each of the upper and lower work rolls, the contact positions

being on opposite sides of a center of the longitudinal axis of the respective work roll; and 

at least either project blocks of a mill housing or work roll chock support

members connected to one of said backup roll chocks, 

wherein:

20 the longitudinal axes of said work rolls and the longitudinal axes of respective

said backup rolls are offset in a horizontal direction parallel to the rolling direction;

each of the set of the pressing devices applies substantially horizontal direction 

external force to the barrel portion or the shaft portion of the respective work roll;

a direction of the substantially horizontal direction external forces applied to said

25 work rolls by the plurality of the pressing devices is the same direction as a horizontal 

direction force component of rolling reaction force applied to each said work roll due to 

the offset of the longitudinal axes of the work rolls and the backup rolls; and

the horizontal direction external forces applied to said work rolls by the plurality 

of the pressing devices and due to said offset of the longitudinal axes of the work rolls

30 and the backup rolls are supported through the work rolls chocks by at least either said 

project blocks or said work roll chocks support members connected to one of a said 

backup roll chocks.
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2. The rolling mill for flat products as set forth in claim 1 wherein

each of the backup rolls have a barrel portion with shaft portions on either side of 

the barrel portion along the longitudinal axis;

said pressing devices are first pressing devices and the rolling mill further has a 

5 plurality of second pressing devices, the plurality of the second devices each applying

substantially horizontal direction external forces to the barrel portion or the shaft portions 

of said backup rolls;

the plurality of the second pressing devices are positioned such that there are at 

least two of said second pressing devices contacting each of the upper and lower backup

10 rolls, the contact positions being on opposite sides of a center of the longitudinal axis of 

the respective backup roll; and

a direction of the substantially horizontal direction external forces applied to said 

backup rolls by the plurality of second pressing devices is the same direction as a 

horizontal direction force component of rolling reaction force applied to said backup rolls

is due to the offset of the longitudinal axes of the work rolls and the backup rolls.

3. A rolling mill for flat products as set forth in claim 1 or claim 2 wherein 

said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction external forces to the 

work rolls are provided at positions applying force near ends of said barrel portions of

20 said work rolls.

4. A rolling mill for flat products as set forth in claim 1 or claim 2 wherein 

said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction external forces to the 

work rolls are provided at positions applying force to axial ends of the work rolls outside

25 said work roll chocks.

5. A rolling mill for flat products as set forth in claim 1 or claim 2 wherein 

said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction external forces to the 

work rolls are provided at positions applying force near ends of said barrel portions of

30 said work rolls and at positions applying force to axial ends of the work rolls outside said 

work rolls chocks.

6. A rolling mill for flat products as set forth in claim 1 or claim 2 wherein 

said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction external forces to the

35 work rolls are provided at positions applying force near ends of said barrel portions of
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said work rolls and center parts of said barrel portions of said work rolls are provided 

with said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction external forces 

smaller than and in an opposite direction from the total value of said horizontal direction 

external force applied near the axial ends for said work roll barrels.

5

7. A rolling mill for flat products as set forth in claim 1 or claim 2 wherein 

said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction external forces to the 

work rolls are provided at positions applying force to axial ends of the work rolls outside 

said work rolls chocks and center parts of said barrel portions of said work rolls are

10 provided with said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction external 

forces in the same direction as said horizontal direction external force applied to the axial 

ends of said barrel portions of said work rolls.

8. A rolling mill for flat products as set forth in any one of claims 1 to 7 

is wherein between said work roll chocks and said project blocks or said work roll chock

support members connected to backup roll chocks, work rolls horizontal direction load 

detection devices for measuring the horizontal direction loads applied to said work rolls 

are provided.

20 9. A rolling mill for flat products as set forth in any one of claims 1 to 8

wherein said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction external forces 

to the work rolls have parts contacting said work rolls of roller types.

10. A rolling mill for flat products as set forth in any one of claims 1 to 8,

25 wherein said pressing devices applying substantially horizontal direction external forces

to the work rolls are hydrostatic bearing types able to transmit force to said work rolls 

through fluid pressure.

11. A rolling method for flat products using a rolling mill for flat products

30 comprising: an upper work roll and a lower work roll each having a longitudinal axis

supported by work roll chocks, a barrel portion with shaft portions on either side of the 

barrel portion along the longitudinal axis; electric motors operatively associated with the 

upper and lower work rolls to drive the upper and lower work rolls; an upper backup roll 

and a lower backup roll each having a longitudinal axis supported by backup roll chocks,

35 the upper backup roll contacting and supporting rolling reaction force applied to the upper
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work roll, the lower backup roll contacting and supporting rolling reaction force applied 

to the lower work roll; a plurality of pressing devices positioned such that there are at 

least two of said pressing devices contacting each of the upper and lower work rolls, the 

contact positions being on opposite sides of a center of the longitudinal axis of the

5 respective work roll; and at least either project blocks of a mill housing or work roll 

chock support members connected to one of said backup roll chocks, wherein: the 

longitudinal axes of said work rolls and the longitudinal axes of respective said backup 

rolls are offset in a horizontal direction parallel to the rolling direction; each of the set of 

the pressing devices applies substantially horizontal direction external force to the barrel

io portion or the shaft portion of the respective work roll; a direction of the substantially 

horizontal direction external forces applied to said work rolls by the plurality of the 

pressing devices is the same direction as a horizontal direction force component of rolling 

reaction force applied to each said work roll due to the offset of the longitudinal axes of 

the work rolls and the backup rolls; and the horizontal direction external forces applied to

is said work rolls by the plurality of the pressing devices and due to said offset of the

longitudinal axes of the work rolls and the backup rolls are supported through the work 

rolls chocks by at least either said project blocks or said work roll chocks support 

members connected to one of a said backup roll chocks, and further having load detection 

devices for measuring the rolling load at the work side and drive side of the rolling mill,

20 said rolling method for flat products having the steps of:

in roll position zero point adjustment work before starting the rolling work,

operating roll gap control devices of said rolling mill for flat products in a roll rotating 

state to set a kiss roll state, setting a total value of a work side load measurement value 

and drive side load measurement value by said rolling load measurement use load

25 detection devices to a predetermined zero point adjustment load,

adjusting the horizontal direction external force applied from said work side and

drive side horizontal direction external force application devices to the work rolls so that 

the outputs of said work roll horizontal direction load detection devices become values 

predetermined for the work side and drive side,

30 adjusting the balance of the work side and drive side at the roll position to

determine the roll position zero point so that the work side load measurement value and 

drive side load measurement value by said rolling load measurement use load detection 

devices become equal while maintaining this state; and

performing rolling work based on this roll position zero point.
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12. A rolling method for flat products using a rolling mill for flat products 

comprising: an upper work roll and a lower work roll each having a longitudinal axis 

supported by work roll chocks, a barrel portion with shaft portions on either side of the 

barrel portion along the longitudinal axis; electric motors operatively associated with the

5 upper and lower work rolls to drive the upper and lower work rolls; an upper backup roll 

and a lower backup roll each having a longitudinal axis supported by backup roll chocks, 

the upper backup roll contacting and supporting rolling reaction force applied to the upper 

work roll, the lower backup roll contacting and supporting rolling reaction force applied 

to the lower work roll; a plurality of pressing devices positioned such that there are at

io least two of said pressing devices contacting each of the upper and lower work rolls, the 

contact positions being on opposite sides of a center of the longitudinal axis of the 

respective work roll; and at least either project blocks of a mill housing or work roll 

chock support members connected to one of said backup roll chocks, wherein: the 

longitudinal axes of said work rolls and the longitudinal axes of respective said backup

is rolls are offset in a horizontal direction parallel to the rolling direction; each of the set of 

the pressing devices applies substantially horizontal direction external force to the barrel 

portion or the shaft portion of the respective work roll; a direction of the substantially 

horizontal direction external forces applied to said work rolls by the plurality of the 

pressing devices is the same direction as a horizontal direction force component of rolling

20 reaction force applied to each said work roll due to the offset of the longitudinal axes of 

the work rolls and the backup rolls; and the horizontal direction external forces applied to 

said work rolls by the plurality of the pressing devices and due to said offset of the 

longitudinal axes of the work rolls and the backup rolls are supported through the work 

rolls chocks by at least either said project blocks or said work roll chocks support

25 members connected to one of a said backup roll chocks, 

said rolling method having the steps of:

adjusting the horizontal direction external forces applied from said work side and 

drive side horizontal direction external force application devices to the work rolls so that 

the outputs of said work roll horizontal direction load detection device become values

30 predetermined for the work side and drive side; and

controlling said horizontal direction external force so as to maintain this state

while rolling.
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13. A rolling mill for flat products substantially as hereinbefore described 

with reference to any one of the embodiments as that embodiment is shown in one or 

more of the accompanying drawings.

5 14. A rolling method for flat products, the method substantially as

hereinbefore described with reference to any one of the embodiments as that embodiment 

is shown in one or more of the accompanying drawings.

Dated 10 October 2011
io Nippon Steel Corporation

Patent Attorneys for the Applicant/Nominated Person
SPRUSON & FERGUSON
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EXPLANATION OF NOTATIONS
11, 12, 13, and 14 work roll press roller
21 and 22 work roll
31, 32, 33, and 34 work roll chock
41 and 42 project block (rolling mill housing)
51 and 52 backup roll
61 and 62 intermediate roll
71, 72, 73, and 74 intermediate roll press roller
81, 82, 83, and 84 work roll chock support member connected to 
backup roll chocks
91, 92, 93, and 94 backup roll press roller
101 and 102 work roll horizontal direction load detection 
device
111 and 112 press roller load detection device
121, 122, 123, and 124 work roll pushing use hydrostatic 
bearing
131 and 132 rolling load measurement use load detection device
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